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Notes/Summary : 

Question marks in brackets [?] indicate something I could not hear or follow 

Co-chair: Organization of session: 

- Goal is to complete work by COP26 
- We must be efficient. In this planning we may need to dedicate time to possible outcomes 

and discussing what will be reported.  
- Also believe that work in Madrid will focus in summary tables in particular.  
- Depending on time available, will consider sectoral tables and other tables.  
- Secretariat colleagues have prepared tables to inform discussion 

- Invite secretariat to show tables on screen, briefly explain.  

Secretariat: 

- Shows the result of the work. Shows similarity and common elements.  
- Brazil notes that it is too small to read, requests that it becomes available online. It will 

be available online after this consultation.  
- Summary 1 table: 

- NOTE: Because the document was displayed on a small screen, this part was 
very difficult to follow. The spreadsheet should be distributed online after 
this consultation, and I will link it in the attachment section of these notes.  



- Table is divided into sectors. Changes to previous document are in red text 
(Non-common elements). Most of the sectors are the same as they were but 
changes are based on 2006 guidelines.  

- Energy sector,  
- Industrial processes Sector 
- Agriculture Sector. Six categories remain the same as before 
- LULUCF Sector (Lots of changes) 
- Waste Sector. 

- Table header shows different greenhouse gases.  
- HFCs and PFCs now include each “species of HFCs and PFCs.” These are 

the gases used everywhere in the world, including in air conditioning.  
- “Unspecified mix of HFC and PFC” and “NF3” not included in the table 

- Table 2: “Summary report for CO2 Equivalent Emission” 
- Shows emissions of each GHG.  
- In the bottom of the table the sectors and categories are the same as Table 1.  
- Last column shows national total emissions divided into several categories.  

- Emissions without and with land use and forestry and emissions with 
LULUCF 

- “These three tables are providing the snapshot of GHG emissions in each specific year, 
not a time series showing trends” 

- There are three other trend tables displayed, showing trends gas-by-gas and trends by 
sectors.  

 

Brazil 

- Developing country parties are supposed to use different guidelines to developed.  
- Keep in mind that some of us are already using 2006 guidelines.  
- Highlight land sector, where there are very different guidelines between previous and 

2006.  
- There are many countries who have based their inventories on the 1996 guidelines, which 

will make the transition to 2006 guidelines tricky.  
- Highlight the need to talk about flexibility wrt these tables.  

- Option to not have the columns have at all, to have columns that are based on 
specific flexibility provisions 

- Flexibility wrt time series, we have the flexibility to choose different year for base 
year. The tables should reflect this. Perhaps a footnote.  

- Otherwise, you could delete the column 



- We also have flexibility for end of year, so the use for the observation box could 
be used to represent this flexibility 

- The important thing is flex provisions are here and this table should represent that.  
- Comment on table where presented summary → you will have to modify  

- Provision in MPG about natural disturbance. Countries who choose to present 
approach to natural disturbance will have to explain as part of the national 
inventory.  

- We feel comfortable to use this as a starting point, but would like to hear opinions from 
other parties 

EU 

- We’re generally fine with the summary tables as they’re presented 
- Of course these tables were designed when annex 1 countries were shifting to 2006 

guidelines.  
- To the point made by Brazil, we agree it is important to address these flexibilities . 

- However we feel it would be beneficial to first decide on tables and then address 
flexibilities afterwards. If we can agree on general tables we can then have a 
discussion on how to reflect flexibility.  

United States 

- Echo previous comments. 
- It was helpful to see how current tables reflect 2006 guidelines, which we are using under 

the MPGs.  
- Important to understand that a lot of these tables are built from underlying sectoral tables.  
- Point raised by EU is important. Start with tables and then operationalize flexibility 

Australia 

- Thanks secretariat for demonstrating differences.  
- This is the right starting point for us for implementing 2006 guidelines.  
- Given parties decision to adopt 2006 guidelines, Australia considers CRF tables the right 

start 
- Need to address flexibility in accordance to 18CMA1 

Maldives (AOSIS) 

- We are happy to start with these tables as a basis moving forward 
- Capacity constraints and need for time to allow developing countries to use these tables.  

- Particularly considering [?] to have it complete by 2024.  



- From our perspective its clear there will be a need for coordination, expertise and 
technical capacity  

- Provision for enhanced support from GEF must be consistent with this.  
- Little current established to allow AOISIS to report consistency 

- On the issue of flexibility, there are many provisions. As we move forward we agree that 
it would be useful to agree on a CRT and then move forward on issues of flexibility 

- Lastly, from our perspective national inventory document outline is streamlined, and 
headings should be consistent.  

- Proposals about how the tables could be improved generally: 
- CRT could benefit from allowing parties to include GWP values (Global 

Warming Potential).  
- It would be useful for tables to include an error checking function to 

ensure totals for each gas are consistent with the total sum of gasses 
- We understand that there are sometimes discrepancies.  

India (LMDC) 

- Also echo what Brazil said about flexibility.  
- Thinks flexibility must be defined first before moving forward on the table.  
- As we know that countries have been using these tables for more than 20 years, and 

developing countries may have trouble moving to new tables so there is an issue for 
capacity building.  

- Not all gasses are being reported by many countries. 
- Emissions from land category is very important. There are many differences from 2006 

and 1996 guidelines and we need to see this reflected.  

Saudi Arabia (Arab Group) 

- We support statements by India on behalf of LMDC 
- We think it's important to capture the flexibility provisions in the tables. 

- Should be looked at while we are designing the tables, not after the tables are 
designed 

- Include the option for countries to delete columns and rows where flexibility provisions 
apply 

- Saudi reiterates position expressed in Bonn, which was not  
- Flexibility in the level of reporting is very important 
- Developing countries have little to no experience, need support.  
- Developing countries should only have to fill out summary tables, sectoral tables 

should be optional  



China 

- Aligns with intervention made with LMDC 
- Stress that flexibility is a very key issue while developing CTF.  
- Do not support the idea that tables should be defined first and then flexibility addressed.  
- Appreciates seeing comparison of tables.  
- We can see that for the table for developing countries, they didn’t include all the gasses, 

but there is a column for “other to be added” 
- Shows differences of logic for these tables 
- Instead of leaving all tables blank, you can just add what you have.  
- We believe it is very important that countries are able to adjust their CTFs to their 

own needs according to their MPGs. 
- Echo that there is a huge gap for developing countries to report these tables.  
- We want to echo proposal by Saudi Arabia that some tables should be optional for 

countries to use.  

Egypt: 

- Aligns with India and Saudi Arabia 
- Developed countries have used these tables for 20 years and are still facing problems 

even with their capacity.  
- Requirements for developing countries should be taken in a progressive matter 
- Suggests movement from requiring summary tables and then eventually moving 

towards more detailed tables 
- Do not welcome at all proposals to finalize tables without flexibility elements added.  

Bhutan (LDCs): 

- Speaking on behalf of LDCs, thanks secretariat for presenting this table.  
- Tells us that these can be used as a basis for developing [??] tables. 
- Great need for us to enhance capacities so LDCs can use the tables 

- Enhance the role of GEF to enhance capacity 
- Things in the table that must be considered: 

- Would like to discuss options for operationalizing flexibilities, acknowledges that 
this could serve as a basis.  

South Africa (African Group) 

- At the moment, given available tools and support we see significant obstacles for 
developing countries to use these tables.  



- We do not think, like other parties, that the overall problem can be solved without 
considering flexibility.  

Costa Rica (AILAC) 

- One of the key elements for us regarding flexibility: 
- Common understanding on the tables is important, then we can go case-by-case to 

establish how flexibility can be reflected 
- That way, we do not see that flexibility can be used in the form of deleting columns or 

rows. 
- CRT may need some modifications to reflect IPCC 2006 guidelines 

- Want to work together to enhance development of CRT tables.  

Japan 

- Wants to remind parties that these summary tables have underlying sectoral background 
tables.  

- In order to fill out these summary tables, you will need this information which will make 
it easier.  

Brazil 

- Suggest “homework” for co-chairs and secretariat.  
- Present tables in a way that flexibility provisions could appear.  
- Detailing which column or line will be deleted if flexibility provisions appear.  

- In the end we may end up with different options in the tables.  
- Developing country parties will need to receive capacity building training and support to 

use these tables.  

EU  

- We agree with a lot of the points made with Costa Rica.  
- Remind the room that we are creating  “common” reporting tables.  

- The option of not including parts of the tables for some parties is not acceptable to 
us.  

- That is why we feel the need to discuss these tables in a more specific way 
- Other than comment on natural disturbance by Brazil, there were no specific 

comments about the details in the tables. Unsure if these means there is 
agreement.  

- I think we need to be more precise going forward.  



- We agree that it will be important to discuss flexibility, but it doesn’t make sense to 
discuss this until we know what the tables look like.  

Brazil 

- I think when we do this discussion on flexibility we will do the discussion on content.  
- Flexibility is very important to us and we need to have this discussion.  
- We need to take this discussion side-by-side.  
- When we decide, I hope we will decide referring to both the content and the flexibility 

provisions.  

Co-chairs 

- At this stage we are not confident as to what rows or columns can be deleted.  
- Parties should share with other parties moving forward.  

South Africa  

- Speaking at a national capacity now. (Interrupting conclusion.) 
- Reiterate what Brazil said, we need to think of this as a whole system: not simply 

addressing pieces of the system. 

Next meeting will take place Thursday at 15:00p  

Information session on experience-sharing with GHG reporting takes place today from 18:15 - 
20:00 

Take Away:  

In this meeting, CRT’s were presented (link) according to 2006 IPCC guidelines. There was 
much discussion and disagreement with regard to flexibility provisions. Many countries 
advocated for addressing the flexibility only after the CRT’s were finalized, but other countries 
wanted flexibility to be considered immediately and ongoing throughout the process. There was 
very little discussion about precise details to include or not include in the tables, which EU noted 
towards the end of the session.  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sjtNpprUpHig1kVpuxh6PRKlrKt6kLo1/view?usp=sharing

